Modern electrophysiological recordings and optical imaging techniques 10 have revealed a diverse spectrum of spatiotemporal neural activities underlying 11 fundamental cognitive processing. Oscillations, traveling waves and other complex 12 population dynamical patterns are often concomitant with sensory processing, 13 information transfer, decision making and memory consolidation. While neural 14 population models such as neural mass, population density and kinetic theoretical 15 models have been used to capture a wide range of the experimentally observed 16 dynamics, a full account of how the multi-scale dynamics emerges from the detailed 17 biophysical properties of individual neurons and the network architecture remains 18 elusive. Here we apply a recently developed coarse-graining framework for reduced-19 dimensional descriptions of neuronal networks to model visual cortical dynamics. We 20 show that, without introducing any new parameters, how a sequence of models 21 culminating in an augmented system of spatially-coupled ODEs can effectively model 2 22 a wide range of the observed cortical dynamics, ranging from visual stimulus 23 orientation dynamics to traveling waves induced by visual illusory stimuli. In addition 24
where the superscript represents the type (excitatory or inhibitory) of ∈ { , } 95 each neuron, the subscript indexes the spatial location of the neuron within the V1 96 network, and the leakage timescale of the membrane potential . We = 20 97 normalize the membrane potentials by setting the spiking voltage threshold LGN cells come in two polarities, "On-" and "Off-" cells, and each V1 cell receives (1 + cos 2( -))sin ( -) ] # # (5) network with spatially structured synaptic connections, through which V1 excitatory 141 and inhibitory neurons recurrently interact. These recurrent cortical connections are 142 represented by the third and fourth terms in . Eq (1)
143
In our first experiment, a single orientation hypercolumn with multiple 144 orientation domains was modeled and only local cortical interactions ( ) < 500 145 were included in the simulations. Therefore, we regard the network as an idealized 146 two-dimensional neuronal network, with all-to-all, isotropic cortical connections. The 147 strengths of these synaptic couplings fall off as the spatial separation between two 148 neurons [36] [37] [38] .
149
In the more complicated, second experiment, we model a larger patch of V1, with 150 a spatial range of about and containing orientation 2.5 × 1. 
where , and is a normalization factor ( ), ∈ { , , } 1 > 2 174 that assures the peak value , with a different rise-( ) and = 1 2 ( 1 -2 ) 175 decay-( ) time constants ( ). In our theoretical model below, we model = 1
Eq (9,10) 
Fast/slow excitatory recurrent synaptic strengths associated with excitatory-and rates, and the spatial phases, which depend on the position of the grating stimulus.
209
Orientation preference is arranged in pinwheel while spatial phase preference is 210 distributed randomly. To ensure neuronal populations contain disordered, well-211 sampled preferred spatial phases, we designed 4 similar cortical patches covering every single hypercolumn, but with different preferred spatial phases 213 (see Fig 1) . Each hypercolumn has regular pinwheel-structured (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) 214 orientation map and further coarse-grained (CG) into CG patches. Individual 6 × 6 215 CG patch with a particular preferred spatial phase consists of neurons, these 58 216 neurons located in clusters and held similar orientation preference. Furthermore, 217 single hypercolumn simulated in this model suggested that only local cortical 218 interactions ( ) were included in the model, and these interactions were all-< 500 219 to-all connected and assumed to be isotropic. 
Coarse-Grained Network Model 248
Once the full I&F model network configuration is set up, we can start to coarse-249 grain. As it is commonly used in population density methods, we consider two 250 biophysically relevant mesoscopic quantities -the firing-rate and the distribution of 251 neuronal membrane potentials.
252
The voltage distribution of finding a neuron whose membrane potential ( , ) 253 is in voltage bin at time point within a given ensemble (labeled by j ( , + ) t 254 and Q), is governed by a Master equation:
where is the excitatory and inhibitory population-averaged mean firing rate / ( ) 257 of each neuron as a function of time. Note that this equation has already related the 258 two relevant mesoscopic quantities, firing rate and distribution of membrane potential.
260
To simplify further, we assume that the jumps of membrane potential due to the 
The firing rate of the patch is determined by the flux to cross the threshold
Furthermore, the neurons that just reached the threshold are immediately reset to 275 the rest voltage . Therefore, to ensure the voltage distribution is continuous, we with the boundary conditions . Combining with ,
Eq (20) 279 and substituting into , we obtain the equilibrium voltage distribution Eq (16) Considering experimentally observed VSD data under visual stimulus with more 338 complex spatiotemporal structure, i.e., counterchanging On-/Off-stimulus, Hikosaka 339 LMI stimulus, the propagating wavelike population activity pattern suggests the critical role of long-range NMDA-type synaptic connection [47, 48] . We then choose 341 the strengths of the long-range connections within our model, so that our simulation 342 results could reproduce the traveling wave population activity pattern, qualitatively 343 matching the wave speeds in the experimental data.
344

Results
345
We first validate our moment closure by applying it to model the network 346 response to a rotating drifting-grating stimulus. Here, the visual stimulus is a 347 sinusoidally modulated grating, drifting at 4 Hz and rotating at 20°/sec. We 348 numerically simulate one single orientation hypercolumn (see Fig 1A and Methods).
349 Figure 2 shows, over one rotation period, the temporal dynamics of the total synaptic 350 inputs (Fig 2A) , which consist of the external (i.e., LGN) input ( Fig 2B) , excitatory 351 cortical input ( Fig 2C) and inhibitory cortical input ( Fig 2D) . 
369
The stimulus is a rotating sinusoidal drifting-grating at the optimal spatial frequency, 370 with a drift rate of 4 Hz per sec and a rotation rate of 20°per sec. we simulate one 371 single orientation hypercolumn with idealized 'pinwheel' structure for 6000 ms.
372
Overall and constituent current inputs for neurons located far from a pinwheel center 
456
To generate a physiologically plausible model of the cortex, we use these 457 experimentally recorded VSD data to calibrate our large-scale I&F neuronal network.
458
First, using the results from single darkening and brightening square stimulus, we 459 adjust the LGN input strengths, the On-/Off-LGN temporal kernels, and the strengths 460 of local connectivities. Using the wave propagation properties revealed in the 461 counterchanging stimulus, we calibrate the strengths of long-range connections. 462 We applied this large-scale I&F model to study the dynamical responses of a 463 realistic cortex, which comprises hypercolumns and neurons.
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